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The Swanzey Sewer Commission met on April 25, 2022 at Swanzey Town Hall, 620 Old Homestead Highway, Swanzey, 

NH at 8:57am. Present was Larry Crowder, Rob Hitchcock, & Donna Hanscom. Also present was Michelle Talbot, 

Administrative Assistant 

OTHERS PRESENT    Sylvester Karasinski  

MINUTES 

Crowder started the meeting questioning why we are down $152,000 this past year in the expendable 

account. He noted he is a bit nervous about where the money has gone and will get with Theresa Lounder in 

the upcoming days to discuss.  

 

The rates as printed in the ordinance was the topic of today meeting. It has been discussed multiple times and 

are no closer to a conclusion at this time. There is confusion as to where the figures actually came from and 

what they are based on. Scott stopped in and was asked what the influent flow is in WS. Scott stated there 

was not a meter there but he would estimate between 60-70,000 per day depending on the day, 80,000 

would cover it. Crowder advised Scott the explorer was ready to modify if he wanted to pull the back seats out 

to make more room. Scott prefers to use his truck for the time being.  

 

It was determined we have 11 metered accounts and 278 flat rated accounts. Hitchcock suggested to come up 

with a formula that works and then have DES and EPA approve and it would then be settled.  Hanscom stated 

we need to figure what we are supposed to charging and the approval would take some time. It is stated in 

the ordinance the rates per household if the inventory form is returned and if it is not, and the rate for the 

metered accounts, which are in question. Talbot to reach out the Dave Letourneau at Avitar for explanation of 

the formula for the metered accounts. The rate study done by Underwood on December 2020 noted that 

modifications needed to be done to the ordinance. Hitchcock stressed how convoluted the formula was. All 

agreed. The rate structure seems to be accurate in the flat rate category. The metered accounts appear to be 

under billed. Hanscom suggested all household be made to install a meter in the near future.  

 

Sylvester Karasinski joined the meeting at 10:23am. Sly mentioned 244 Old Homestead and the request for 

the abatement.  I have the paperwork to present for approval at the next meeting.  

Sly also mentioned installing meters to all WS accounts. An antenna could be installed at the plant and 

possible capture all meters’ readings. For a cost of approx. $500.00 each account could be set up with a 

meter. It could cost approx. $135,000 to complete to whole system. Crowder to reach out to see what that 

cost would be. Sly left the meeting at 11:53am. 

 

Talbot to send letters to every flat rate account and request a new inventory form to be completed.  

 

There being no further business before the Commission, the meeting was adjourned at 11:08am.  
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Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Michelle Talbot, Admin Asst:  
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Approved May 11, 2022 


